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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

This study is concerned with the relative 

dominance of shape and colour concepts in pre-school 

children. 

l. PJrnVIOUS EXPERIMENTS 

a) Methodology 

A variety of methods have been used to 

discover this dominance, One popular method is that 

of concept acquisition, used by such experimenters as 

Heidbreder (1946). She defines a concept as 'a 

logical construct which, through signs or symbols or 

both, is transferable from situation to situation and 

communicable from person to person.' The experimenter 

first defines the concept to be used, then chooses the 

stimulus materials to fit this definition. Subjects 

are presented with the stimuli, which are usually 

pictures, end told to match them to the 'correct• 

nonsense syllables (each of which is a symbol for one 

concept), or sort them into piles of like stimuli in 

the ~correct' manner, but are not told what the 

'correct' stimulus attribute is. Subjects obtain 
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rewards for correct matchings or sortings, and by 

noting the charac ristics of those matchings or 

sortinss which are rewarded, they gradually learn 

what the correct attribute is. 

It is assumed that the subject's concepts 

are the same as what the experimenter considers are 

the stimulus attributes. The subject is said to 

have acquired the concept when, for the first time 

during the experiment, he behaves in accordance 

with the experimenter's specified criteria of 

acquisition. Whether or not the subject was 

previously familiar with the concept is irrelevant. 

The concept most easily acquired is said to be 

dominant over concept• which are more difficult to 

Ease of acquisition is usually identified 

in terms of number of mistakes. 

Concept dominance is also studied in the 

context of how the subject uses those concepts which 

In these experiments the subject 

matches or groups objects according to the attribute 

he thinks they have in common~ This attribute is 

then said to be dominant over the attribute the 
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subject did ~ot use. It ls assumed that the subject 9 s 

concepts are the same as what the experimenter considers 

to be the stimulus 8ttributes. 

matching method. Subjects are presented with a card 

containing one standard form and tw.o comparison forms, 

one of which is :9imllar to the stan_dard on<·one attribute, 

the second similar on another attribute. 

asked which of the comp~rison forms is most like the 
' : . 

standard. It is said that the attribute common to 

the chos~n form_ ;and the standard fo.rm i.s, for that 

subject and in those circumstanc~s, domina~t.~ver the 

attribute common to tbe rejected form and_the standard 

for-m. 

A _few studies ·or concept usa~e, employ the 

grouping method in·w~ich subjects are given a number 

of stimuli and told to sort them into pil~s of those 

which 1 go together• or •are the sam~•. ~Vhether or 

not these different instructions have the same meaning 
' ' ' 

for subjects is unknown .• The stimulus attti~ute 

common to all th~ stimuli in one pile is ,aid to be 

the domiriant attribute for, that subject and for that 

set of st.lmuli. 



It ls generally assumed that the concept 

orderings obt~ 1 ned from studies of concept acquisition 

(which provide an ordering in terms of ease of 

acquisition) and of concept usage (which provide an 

ordering in terms of the relative frequency in which 

concepts, as a basis of classification, are in mutual 

opposition) should be in agreement when the experimental 

conditions permit. 

b) 

A number of experimenters hav~ tried to 

discover the conditions under which certain concepts 

are dominant over certain other cone ts. Some of 

these conditions are described below. Bl.nee th.is 

study is concerned with the relative dominance of 

colour and shape concepts, only those results of 

studies which investigated colour or shape concepts will 

be reported. 

Stud s of concept acquisition r.ahow that shape 

concepts are acquired more easily than colour c ts 

(Lee 1985 with 8 year d children, Grant end Curran 

1952 with adults, Wohlwill 1957 using similar stimuli 

and subjects, Kendler and Vineberg 1954 wlth adults). 
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Another study shows that shape concepts are acquired 

as easily as colour concepts (Yudin 1966 with 12 - 16 

year old boys), while still another study shows that 
' . 

colour concepts are acquired more easily than shape 

concepts (Lee 1965 with 3 - 4 year olds). These 

discrepant findings have not yet been reconciled. 

Several studies have shown that the number 

concept is easier to acquire than the colour concept 

(Grant and Curran 1952, Wohlwill 1957); while other 

studies have shown that the n~mber concept is more 

difficult to acquire than the colour concept (Lee 1965; 
I , I ' 1 I I 

Yudin 1966). Whether or not the num~er copcept is 

more difficult than the shape con~ept depends on the 

configuration of the symbols (Gra"t and Curran 1952). 
, i ' I ' 

With the matching method, the .&':reater the 

difference between the levels in one dimension com~ 

pared with the difference between the levels in the 

other dimension, the more frequen~ly the former 

dimension is chosen (Huang 1954 ~ .. 

For example, when the stimulus card was 

the subject said that the red squar~ 

and the :red rectangle were more alike 

than the red square and the blue square. 

•-s-,.,,~,,-~---.. --~--~ - -·- . 
' . ' 

\ Bl ueJ r~;;-.d_~-~··~1 
l --·--" . ,-,~~-~, ... -.~ ... -·pl~ 

L..,__J. 
--~-·-·-·-----. 



When the stimulus card was 

the subject said that the red square 

and the pink square were mo a.like 

then the red square and the red 

star. 

Asymmetrical stimuli result in mo:re shape matches 

than do • ymmetrical stimuli (Suchm~n and Trabasso 

1966b). Colour matches occur more frequently when 

the figures are solid colour rather than outlined 

colour (Corah 1966b), and when the stimuli are 

geomet:rical shapes rather than mennlngful figures 

Shape domimrnt children who. have 

just had p~io:r practise in colour discrimination 

problems, then match by colour (Corah 1966a). 

Matching is not affected by: the com~ 

plexity of the stimuli (Corah 1984); instr~ctions 

mentioning either colout or shape (Corah 1966a); 

whether figures are plane geometric, solid geometric, 

or place fi s of real things; and the type of 

concrete object when these are used (Huang 1945). 

The conflicting results about the effect of 

geometric shapes compared th the effect of figures 

of real objects, have not yet been reconciled. 



With the sort method~ choices are not 

affected by whether the stimuli are toy objects, 

photos, or word-names of objects (Sigel 1954). 

7. 

A study by Allison (1965) with pre-school 

ctd.ldren showed that ,vhethe r sorting was done by 

colour or shape, and whether or not the child could 

sort in a second way, was not related to I.Q., social 

maturity, readiness, socio-economic status, or 

personality adjustment. On the other hand, 1 

(1936) found that with 4 - 8 year olds, children who 

matched by sha were more intelligent than Children 

who matched by colour. The reason for this discrep~ 

ancy .is unknown. 

Suchman (1966a) found that deaf 1½ - 12 

year olds matched and sorted by colour while arlng 

children were shape dominant. 

Casag~ande (1 5) found that Navaho-speaking 

3 - 8 year olds (whose language reqQired them to attend 

to shape differences) matched by shape, while English

speaking children living in the same environment 

matched by colour. 

On an object sorting test, poorly-adju• ted 

12 year olds made more inconeis t sort s than did 

well-adjusted 12 year olds. ( and Kat s 1964)., 
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Subjects were rated by their teachers and given the 

California Test of Personality, in order to discover 

their adjustment. 

Seven of the subjects shown on page 10 indicate 

that with age, colour dominance changes to shape 

dominance. Corah (1966b) found that although both 

groups were shape dominant, the younger group made 

more colour matches than did the older group. Colby 

and Robertson (1942), who retested their 3½ • 9 year 

old subjects after one year, found that while some of 

the colour matchers had changed to shape matchers, 

none of the shape matchers had changed to colour 

matcherso This supports the hypothesis of change 

from colour to shape dominance suggested by the cross

sectional studies. On the other hand, three studies 

show a change from shape dominance to colour dominance. 

These conflicting results have not yet been reconciled • 

. The methods of measuring dominance in the above 

25 studies are very diverse. In the concept learning 

studies, the dominant concept is that concept which 

subjects can learn with the least number of errors 

(Lee), and that concept which can be learned with the 



least number of instances (Yudin). In the 

matching and grouping studies, some experimenters 

(e.g. Corah) take as the dominant concept that 

concept which receives the most choices (e,g, if 

there were 120 shape matches and· 100 colour 

matches, then shape is said to be the dominant 

concept), while other experimenters {e,g. Suchman) 

count the number of subjects matching more than 

half the time on ea~h attribute, so that if 15 

subjects·'match ·more. than half the time by shape and 

10 subject• match more than half the time by colour, 

then shape is said to be the dominant concept. The 

sample size of the above studies. is also diyerse, 

varying from 21 (Huang) to 474 (Brian and Goodenough). 

This diversity of method and sample size pbscures 

the relationship of age with the ~ominance of 

particular concepts. 
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2. THEORETICAL POINTS OF VIEW 

The behaviour labelled 'concept dominance• 

can 8 lso be looked at from a more theoretical point 

of viewo What is the basis of concept dominance? 

One set of theories is concerned with the concreteness 

of the stimuli~ Other psychologists think that 

linguistic factors play an important pert in concept 

A third theory is concerned with the 

meaningfulness of the stimuli used in concept dom

inance experiments, while a fourth theory relates 

concept dominance to other conceptual behaviour. 

a) Concreteness of the Stimuli. 

These theories have been developed from 

studies of concept learning with adults. 

Heidbreder (1946), whose concepts consisted 

of objects, shapes, and numbers, believes that the 

order of dominance is determined by the amount of 

'thing-character' which the stimulus possesses. 

Human beings are much more likely to perceive things 

than sensory qualities; to see an apple rather than 

redness and roundness. Hence concrete objects will 



be perceived most quickly. 

120 

Shapes, which call forth 

perceptual reactions. are therefore less dominant, 

ile numbers, which cell forth conceptual reactions, 

are the furthmt removed from concrete objects, and so 

ere the least dominant. 

Baum (1954), who found the same order of 

dominance as Heidbreder, suggests that this order 

on the disc minability of the stimuli from 

each other. However, this argurn:i.ent becomes somewhat 

circular since fori Daum the criteria for d1scriminability 

is the number of errors made in learning the concept~ and 

speed of learning, which is closely related to number of 

errors, is the criteria used to determine the order of 

dominance. 

Grant (1951) found that with respect to the 

number concept, subjects sort by the configuration of 

the symbols rather than by the numbe:r of the symbols. 

This supports Heidbreder's hypothesis that subjects 

more readily respond perceptually rather than con

ceptually. 

Wohlwill (1957) thought that the order of 

dominance mi t depend either on how i:iiffic ta stim

us ttribute is to abstract erceptually, or on 



conceptual predispositions in the subjecte He tested 

these hypotheses by ving subjects two tasks using the 

same materials; (i) a sorting task, sorting cards to a 

predetermined dimension, which tested the difficulty of 

the stimuli, and (ii) a concept learning task which 

maximised subjects' conceptual predispositions. 

Results show that colour is the easiest to nbstr.act 

while shape is the eas1est to concepttrnlise. Hence 

the dominance ordering varies with the method used to 

obtain it. This finding creates difficulties for the 

'thing character' hyp sis. 

Nudelman (1957) found that the effect of the 

accessibility to perception of the stimuli {i.e. all 

stimuli can be seen by the subject throughout the 

experiment), the effect of the concreteness of the 

concept, and the in~eraction of these two factors, 

depended both on which scoring method was used and 

which concept was under consideration, and varied 

among subjects. (Here, concreteness refers to the 

level of abstractness - the more inclusive the class 

the more abstract the concept). 

Kates and Yudin (1964) too, found that concept 

learning was more efficient when all concept instances 

oul sen at once. 
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It appears, then, that the obtained order of 

dominance depends on the interncti~n of the method of 

obtaining results with the method of analysing them, 

the concreteness of the concepts, and some unknown 

characteristic of the subject. 

b) Effect of 

Stu.dies have shown that concept acquisition 

is affected by linguistic factors. Previous learning 

of concept labels but not of specific instances, 

facilitates later acquisition of the concepts (Stern 

1965); , acquisition is fac il i.tated only if the concept 

labels are relevant (Thysell 1964); this facilitation 

does not alter the .2,rder of a.cc1uisition (Jeffrey and 

Kluppel 1062). On the other hand, Kluppel and Jeffrey 

(1964) found that the labelability of instances did 

not effect the acquisition of numerical concepts. 

These lest two experiments do not support the hypothesis 

put forward by Osgood (1953) and Deterline (1957) that 

the reason why concepts of concrete objects are dominant 

is that the verbal labels for these concepts are dominant 

over the verbal labels for the more abstract shapes and 

numbers .. 



Linguistic factors are included in the 

mediation hypothesis, which states that each concept 

instance elicits an implicit verbal response, which 

then acts as a stimulus for the subjects (Thysell 1964). 

This othesis ls orted by the concu learning 

studies reported by Stern (1965) and Thysell (1964), 

and also by studies of discrimination learning in 

children., •Discrimination learning is facilitated 

when subjects learn names for the atimuli, especially 

when the names ere relevant ( iker and Norcross 1962), 

easily distinguished from each other (Spiker 1963), and 

ere well learned (Spiker 1963). Learning of reversal 

shifts is facilitated when the child can verbalize the 

dimensions to which he is responding (Kendler 1963, 

Silverman 1966). 

Kagan and Lemkin (1961) apparently had this 

hypothesis in mind when they suggested that older 

children match more often by shape than do younger 

children because they have learned names for geometric 1 

sha s, and in the experiment are responding to these 

Younger c:h1ldren, who do not yet know names 

foir geometric s, do not match 
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If this were th~ case, one wquld .expect to 

find a positive co.rrelation between knowledge of. 

names of shapes a~d matching by sh•pe. ,Thompson 

( 1964) did not find s.uch a cor:relatfo.n. .Th.is may 

have been, due to the smallness of .the ,sample (N::::25 ). 

On the other. hand, the mediation hypot~~sis, although 

applicable to concept learning and, t9 ~isc~i~ination 

learning, may not .be applicable t-0 matching behaviour. 

c) Yeaningfulness or Stimuli 

Corah (~986) thi~ka that witb pre-school· 

children there has been a shift fro~ colour dominance 

in 1929 (Brian and Goodenough) to shape.dominance in 

1966 (Corah). To.explain this, he suggests that while 

in 1929 geometric shapes were meaningles~ to.pre-school 

children, the present-day child's experience with form~ 

board inspired t9ys has ,made geometric stimuli. more 

meaningful. 

Al though this, ls a post-hoc ,hypothesis which 

has not yet be~n tested, it h~s interesting possibilities 

for future studies.,. One might, for instance, study the 

effect of varying amounts of playing with such toys. 



d) Relationship of Concept Dominance to Other 

ConceEtual Behaviour 

11. 

Suchman (1966a) has suggested that the child 

matches on a particular dimension because he has a 

preference for that dimension~ This preference acts 

as an orienting response in such a way that when faced 

with a number of dimensions, the child attends first 

to his preferred one. This hypothesis is supported by 

experiments which show that children discriminate more 

accurately in their preferred dimension than in their 

non-preferred dimension (Suchman 1966a, Wolff 1966) and 

that concept learning is facilitated when the preferred 

dimension is relevant, and retarded when the preferred 

dimension is irrelevant (Suchman and Trabasso 1966b). 



CHAPTER TWO 

HYPOTHESES 

1. STIMULUS VARIATIONS: 

Colby and Robertson (1942) found that although 

most of their subjects matched consistently either by 

colour or shape, a. few subjects matched sometimes by 

colour and sometimes by shape. These authors do not 

state whether or not there is consistency of matching 

on the levels of each attribute• with, for instance, 

matches by colour when the choice was red versus square, 

and matches by shape when the choice was blue versus 

circle. In other words, does dominance depend on which 

pair of levels is involved? (Gregson 1965). The first 

hypothesis of this study attempts to answer this questiono 

HYPOTHESIS I. 

The different levels of each attribute (red, 

blue, yellow, green, square, triangle, circle) will be 

treete~ differently by the subject, so that one attribute 

may dominate another at one pair of levels, yet b~ 

dominated by the other at a different pair of levelso 

Battig end Bourne (1961) commented that in 

concept learning tasks, if the • timuli to be classified 

with the same response are identical with respect to the 

relevant characteristic, then the task can be learned as 
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if it were a discrimination learning problem instead 

of a concept learning problem. One could test this 

su.ggesti.on by comparing the results obtained when there 

is only one form of each level with the results 

obtained when there are two forms of each level; 

(L>e .. two different reds, two different triangles, etc.) 

The second, third and fourth hypotheses are concerned 

with this problem. 

Subjects who match by colour when both colours 

at each level are identical will continue to match by 

colour when both colours at each level are not identical. 

HYPOTHESIS III. 

Subjects who match by shape when both shapes 

at each level are identical will continue to match by 

shape when both shapes at each level are not identical. 

HYPOTHESIS IV, 

When none of the choices at each level on 

either attribute involve identical matches, then subjects 

will match on the same attribute as they did when all 

the choices involved matches on identical characteristics. 

HY~OTHE S I_Ll. 

Test-retest ireliabil! ty will be high. 
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2. SUBJECTS' UNDERSTANDING: 

As well as attempting to discover the effect 

of variations in the • timuli, this study was designed 

to try to discov~r more about what this kind of exper-

iment means to children. It was hoped that the 

subjects' spontaneous comments would shed some light 

on the question of their awareness or the chorecter

istics of the stimuli, and of their own behaviour. 

The subjects' spontaneous remarks provide some sort of 

answer to the fol I owing qi.u~stions: 

Do subjects know the names of the levels of the attribute 

on which they are matching? 

Do they know the rrnmes of the levels of the attribute on 

which they are not matching? 

Do they notice the non-identity of choices when these 

occur? 

Do they realize that for each stimulus card, matching on 

both dimensions is possible? 

Do they think there is one 'correct' choice and one 

'wrong' choice? 

Are they capable of matching on either attribute? 

If so, is matching on one attribute easier than matching 

o:n the other? 
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3. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES: 

How does the match behaviour of these 

subjects compare with that found by other invest tors? 

In an attempt to provide a partial answer to this 

question, these subjects were shown the stimuli which 

were used by Thompson (1964). 
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METHODOLOGY 

·1. M__t\T_ERIALS 

a) Stimulus Variation. 

The materials used to test the first hypothesis 

each one three cut-outs were pasted: the normal one 

standard and two comparison figures. Each figure 

was approximately 4 square inches in area. The 

colours (red, bltie, green, yellow) and shapes (square, 

triangle, circle) were arranged so that each colour 

was set against each form (e.g. red versus circle), 

with each of these pairs using in turn the remaining 

/i,,7 
a ' l.,_,..., "'"'! 

, ..l), 

The positions of each colour-form combination were 

divided equally between the left and right hand 

sides, and the order of presentation was randomized. 

The materials used to test the second hypothesis 

were a further 72 pieces of cardboard of similar size, 

and with the figures similarly arranged~ 'I'he three 



shapes were the same as above, and there were two 

hues for each of the four colours. 

l (!V -- - \"fl ~1 
( light red) 

l .... _ ~------_ .. ____ _ Cf) Td · rk :red) 
etc. 

Another 72 stimulus cards were used to test 

the third hypothesis. Here there were four cdlours, 

and two variations of ea(:h of' the three shapes. ( viz. 

square and oblong; equilateral and isosceles triangles; 

circle and ellipse.) etc., 

The materials to test the fourth hytotheuis 

were 72 cards with both colour and shape variation. 

e.g. ~----" .. -\ii--1 (light red) 

L_© ~rk red) 

b) ComearisQn with pr~vious studies 

The materials used by Thompson (1964) con

sisted of 18 sheets of white paper(lO" by S"). On 

each one, three cut-outs were pasted; the normal one 

standard and three compari~on figures. The colours 

(ired; yellow, blue), shapes (square, triangle, circle), 

and sizes (large 13.4 sq. ins; s ma 11 3 • 6 sq. ins • ) , . . 

wer~ arranged so that colour versus shape, colour 

versus size, and shape versus size, each occurred six 



times. When the choice was colour versus aize, 

the shape used was a circle, and when the choice 

was shape versus s1ze 1 all the figures were black. 

A second • et of stimuli consi d of 18 

separate cut-outs, different -in colour, shape, and 

size; viz. large red square, small red square, 

large blue square, small blue square, large yellow 

square, small yellow square, la red circle, small 

red circle, large blue circle, small blue Circle, 

la yellow circle, small yellow circle, large red 

24. 

triangle, smell red triangle, large blue triangle, small 

blue triangle, la yellow triangle, small yellow 

trian These shapes were cut out of coloured 

paper which was pa • ted on white cardboard cut the 

same shape. 

2 • SUBJECTS 

Subjects consi9ted of 21 childr~n (9 boys 

end 12 rls) aged 3:1 years to 5:0 years. Nineteen 

of these children attended a play-centre. The other 

two were ch.ildren of person friends of the rimenter .. 

Since these were both obtaining a similar sort of 

pre-school education to that of the play-centre 

children, biasses due to differences in education are 
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Unlikely. There are no obvious differences in the 

re~~lti of these two groups of subjects. F'ive 

subjects did not complete the experimen't; two 

because they attained the age of 5 years, so leaving 

the play-centre to begin school, and three because 

they refused to finish the experiment. 

s. l'RQCEDURE: 

Subjects tit the play-centre were told by 

their teacher that they were to go •1th the exper-
' . ' ' 

imenter to play a special gameo For the most part 

they went willingly, since they enjoyed doing t~e 

experiment. Towards the end of the experiment a 

few subjects became bored with it, and these their 

teacher bribed by telling them that if they did the 

experiment they would receiV€ an animal stamp on 

their. hands. Subjects were seated at a small table 

in front of a heater in a corner of a large, empty 

hall. 

The other, two subjects were seated at the 

living ... room table in their· own homes. Tney were 

easily motivated by being told that they were going 

to play a 9 special game'. 
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a) Stimulus Variations 

The procedure was similar to that of previous 

matching experiments. A stimulus card was placed in 

front of the subject end the experimenter Bald, "Look 

at all these (pointing to the three figures). Point 

to the one these two (pointing to the comparison 

figures) that looks moat like this one." (pointing 

to standard). The subject then pointed to one of 

the comp .. u• i son figures. This was repeated for each 

stimulus card. After a few tr.ials, most subjects 

pointed to one of the comparison fi s before the 

experimenter could say anything. 

The length of the sessions varied according 

to the concentration span of each subjecte Some 

subjects were able to concentrate for 15~20 minutes, 

during which time they responded to all 288 cards. 

At the other extreme, some subjects could sometimes concen-

trate long enough to respond to only 36 ·cards. However, 

most subjects responded to 72 cards at each session, and 

this resulted in 12 sessions in all. 

The length of time between each session varied 

from 1 d 8 y to 99 days (median 7 days), depending upon 
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the availability of the subjects. This large 

variation had no apparent effect on the results. 

The 288 stimulus cards were each presented 

three times to each subject, in order to determine 

reliability of responses. The length of time 

between repetitions varied from 1 day to 112 days 

(median 14 days)• depending upon the availability 

of subjects and the length of time needed to complete 

288 cards. The results were not affected by this 

large variation. 

b) Comparison with Previous Studies 

The Thompson (1964) materials were presented 

when the above procedure was completed. 

A similar method was used with the 18 

stimulus sheets. Then the 18 separate cut-outs were 

placed in front of the subject. He was told to «Put 

these into piles so that all of the ones that look the 

same are in the same pile". Then the subject was 

asked to try to sort them in another way. 

The number of testings per subject varied 

from one to five (median 2), depending on the 

availability oft subjects and the subjecta' 

willingness to do it. 



c) Subjects 9 Understanding 

All the subjects' remarks about the 

stimulus cards and about what they were doing were 

written on the answer sheets by the experiment~ro 

28 .. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

1. STIMULUS VARIATIONS: 

"The different levels of each attribute will 

be treated differently by the subject, so that one 

attribute may dominate another at one pair of levels, 

yet be dominated by the other at a different pair of 

levels." 

If one considers only the total number of 

choices for each level, this hypothesis was not 

conf 1rmed. However, partial support was provided 

by an analysis of vari.ance, which showed tlhat there 

were some significant differences among subjects in 

the extent to which they responded differently to the 

different levels within each attribute. The score 

of the analysis of variance was the difference between 

the number of matches on the level with the most matches 

and the number of matches on the level with the leaat 

matches. For example, if a subject chose a sQuare four 

times, u triangle once, and a circle three times, then 

the score was 4 - l = 3. The score indicated the 

consistency of matching on the levels of eac~ attribute, 
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those subjects with a hl score bejng the least 

consistent. The maximum possible score was 24, 

and the minimum o. 

Subjects can be ordered according to the 

extent to which they were thus consistent; viz; 

Malcolm, Gay, Rachel, Neil, Helen, Elsie, Una, Katy, 

Betty, Charles, Jenny, Nicholas, Patrick, Bruce, Larry, 

Philip, Denis, Joy, Irene, Raewyn, Molly. 

Malcolm made practically the same number of matches 

on each level within each attribute, with an average 

score of 0.1 (range O - 1.3), while Molly made rather 

different numbers of matches on each level within each 

attribute, with an average score or 4.8 (range o - s.o). 

»subjects who match by colour when both colours 

at each level are identical will continue to match by 

colour when both colours at each level are not identical.tt 

The fifteen subjects who were colour domiriant 

on the first series of cards were also colour dominant 

on the non-identity-of-both•attributes series, 29% of 

the runs of 72 cards were without shape matches, when 

the colour choices were not identical• only 16% of the 

runs were without shape matches. 
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Thirteen subjects (Betty, Charles, Irene, 

nny, Katy, Larry, Molly, Nicholas, Patrick, Philip, 

Rechel, Raewyn, Una) made more sh matches when the 

colour choices were not identical (mean 10.1, range 

O - 37) than when they were identical (mean 4.1, 

range O - 24). Denis mode fewer she matches 

the colour choices were not identical (score of 1.0) 

than when they were identical (score of 13.0). Helen 

made the same number of sh matches when the colour 

choices were not identical (mean 0.1, range o - 2) as 

when they were identical (mean 0.7, range o - 1). 

A comparison of the totals for each level 

shows that when the colour choices were not identical, 

Irene, Jenny and Katy matched by blue fewer times than 

they matched by the other coloursf Katy sai.d 11 It's 

ha.rd", 11 Hard 11 , 11Difficult 11 ; when faced with the two 

non-identical blues, This difficulty may be connected 

with the fact that the difference between the two blues 

was noticibly ater then the difference within the 

other pairs of colours. 

"Subjects who match by shape when both sh 

at each level are identical will continue to tch 



shape when both shapes at each level are not identical.." 

Since the six subjects in this group were 

shape dominant on both series, this hypothesis was 

supported. 

Consistency of matching was improved· somewhat 

by the non-identity of shape choices. On the 

identity-of-both-attributes series, 39% of the runs 

were without colour matches, while 50% of the runs 

were without colour matches when the shape choices were 

not identical. 

Bruce, Elsie, Joy and Neil ma.de mo:re colour 

matchtHiJ when the shapes we:rt: not identical (mean 12. o, 

range O - 29) than when they were identical (mean 4.5, 

range o - 25). Gay and Malcolm made fewer colour 

matches when the shape• were not identical (mean 0.2, 

range O - 1.3) than when they were identical Ollean 1.1, 

11 When none of the choices at each level on 

either attribute involve identical matches, then . . ', 

• ubjects will match on the same attribute as they did 

when all choices involved identical characteristics"o 

When only the total scores were compared, 

this hypothesis was supported. 



However, while 3 of the identity-of-both-

attributes runs were without matches on the non

domlnant. attribute, only 29% of the non-identity-of'

both-attributes runs were without matches on the 

non-dominant attributee 

Fifteen subjects, (Betty, Bruce, Charles, 

Elsie, len, lr<i'lne, nny, Joy, Katy, Molly, 

Nicholas, Phiiip, heel, , Una) made more 

matches on their non-dominant attribute when no 

choices were identical (mean 11.e, range O - 57) 

than n all choices were identical (mean 3.8, 

range O - 14). Five eubjec (Denis, Gay, Larry, 

Malcolm, Patrick) made fewer matches on their 

non-dominant attribute when no choices were 

identical (mean 2.3, :range O - 16) than when all 

choices were identical (mean 6.3, range o - l8)o 

One subject (Neil) made the same number when all 

choices were identical (mean o.o. range o - 1.3) 

as when no choices were identical (mean o.e, range 

0 = 2.6). 

re the maximum possible single score was 

72, end the maximum possible mean score was 36. 
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dominant &ttribute f'o:r ea.ch subject is said to 

be that attribute on which he made the most matches. 

on each run, ~ost subjects made only a few matches 

on their- non-dominant attribute. However, the few 

subj~cts who were very unreliable (e.g. Denis, Joh, 

Molly) made a large number of matches on their 

non-dominant attribute on a few runs. 

"'rest-retest relJabiU. ty will be high. 11 

The analysis of variance showed that there 

was no significant difference between testings on the 

spread of scores among the levels of each attribute. 

Nor are the differences between totals of shape matches 

1ignificently different. However, when one examines 

each subject separately, a different pictute emerges. 

(When the scores were not weighted, the 

maximum possible score for each attribute was 72 1 but 

since there were 4 different colours and 3 different 

shapes, the maximum possible score for each level was 

18 for the colours and 24 for the shapes. Score.s were 

weighted so that the maximum possible score for each 

level in both attributes was 24.) 



For the first 9 runs, (4th April to 16th 

June) Bruce matched muinly by shape, his average 

weighted scores being: 

o.6(r); o.,6(:ti); o.4(y); 0.7(g); 23.3(0); 

2 3 ., 4 {,d ; 2 3 ., 4 ( 0 ) • 

For the rest of June (20th to 30th) his average 

weighted scores were: 

8. o ( r ); 9. 4 ( b ) ; B & 8 ( y ) ; 3 • 9 ( g ) ; 16 .. 3 (CJ )r 

14 • 3 (<lh l 8 • 3 ( 0 ) • 

On 1st August he repeated the non-identicel-on-both

attrlbutes series, with average weighted scores of; 

16.,0(r); s.o(b)J 16.0(y); 17.S(g); lLO(p); 

e.o(~); 9.o(o). 

On 8th August he began the identical-on-both-

~tt:ributes series again, this time matching,ea.ch t.lme by 

coltiur, but he soon tired, and would not finish the run. 

On 23rd June, for 19 conaecutive cards, he 

matched by colour. He had an amused grin on his face, 

end gave the impression that he was mat~ting by colour 

fl('.H' a joke. On the next sessJon he showed a similar 

run of ~olour matching. On the next session he made 

nearly as colour matches (30) as shape matches (42) 1 
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and on the following session made more colour matches 

(43) than ahepe matches (29). It is apparent that 

during the experiment Bruce changed from shape 

dominance to colour dominance~ 

Petrick was also rather unreliable, though 

it is difficult to see any consistent pattern in his 

scores. For the identical-on-both-attributes series, 

his shape matches numbered o, 1, 18, s. on consecutive 
' 

testings. on the non-identity-of-both-attributes 

series, shape matches numbered 3, 6, 3; identity-or

colour non-identity~of-shape; 7, 3, 13; identity-of~ 

shape non-identity-of-colour; 21, 6, 23. 

Joy was highly unreliable.· On the average, 
' 

she made twice as many shape matches as colour mat~hes. 

Hmvever, the number of' colcnH' matches per session ranged 

from 2 to 38. In the first two sessions on the identity-

' of-both-attributes series, she made nearly all shape. 

matches., The greater number of colour matches on the 

third testing occurred because in the middle of the run. 

she chose the right side figure for 22 consecutive cards. 

The other 'mixed dominance' res~lts½were likewise due to 

long runs of 31• 25, 19 end 26 can• ecutive right-side 



choices. On the third testing of the non-identity-

of-at trit·utes series, she made only 13 left side 

choicee (3 by colour; 10 by $hape), 

She gave the impression that these position 

choices were due to laziness; she could not be 
I 

bothered trying to match by likeness. She,was very 

keen to do the experiment at first, but this keenness 

lasted for only two sessions, after which she needed 

much persuading before she would start. Often during 

the 1u!ss1on she would stop matching and• begin taldng 

about her.self and about features of the room. The 

initial keenness coincided ~1th the consistent shape• 

matching, while the lack of keenness coincided with 

the position choices. 

Molly often gave the impression that she was 

Just choosing any figure rather than trying to match 

by likeness. She made a number of fairly long runs 

of consecutive same•position choices. -She appeared 

to find matching by likeness quite ·di ff icul t to do, Elnd 

preferred not to try. On the identical-on-both• 

attributes series she chose the same figure on all 

three testings, on only 31 stimulus cards, although her 



totals for each level permitted same-figure matches 

on 54 stlmul~s cards~ Similarlj fo~ the non-identity-

of-both•a ttr 1 but es series, while 62 same-.f igure matches 

were available fro~ her totals, she ~a~e s~me figur~ 

matches on only 29 ca1ds. 

On all the id~ntity-of-&~th-attributes series 

te~tings, and on the se~ond and third te~iiriss of the 

~t~~r series~ Philip ~atched predominantly by colour, 
',' 

with the occasional shape match. 

scores were: 

21.S(r); 21.i(b); 21.l(y); 22.9(g); 2.o(t::l); 

2.4W; J.2(0). 

On the first testfns of the non-identity ~•~ies, his 

matches were miied. A position preference is evident 

here. He chose the left side figure'l2 ti-es and the 

riiht side figu~e 60 time~. His' average weighted· 

scores for the side-p~eference series were:· 

8 • 4 ( :r); 14 • 7 ( b ) ; 9 ~ 3 ( y ) ; l 6 • 5 ( g ) J · 12 • 7 (0); 

12.0(4); 7.3(0). 

oh quite a number of occasions, Raewyn, who 

was colour domi.ncrnt, did not look flt a11· three f lguires 

on the card, but instead just poirited ~o the right sid~ 

figure. She would do this a number of times in 
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succession, then return to matching by likeness. 

These posltion choices were often made towards the 

The total number of shape matthes 

made in each quarter session was 31 9 40, 63, 76. 

One suspects that this lack of attention to li~eness 

accounts for most of her shape matches. 
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2 • fil!lli.£!.~J\'D E Jl~~.!~~.Q I NQ: 

11 r,o subjects know the names of the levels of' 

the attribute on which they fl.re matching?" 

Seven subjects mentioned the names of these 

levels. Some of the remarks were: "Red", "Blue", 

"Yellow", (Charles); 11 Red 11 , "Blue 11 , ·"Green", (Helen); 

11 Red 11 , "G:reen", 11 Yellow 11 9 (Irene); 11 Ye1low", HYe11ow'1 , 

ttGreen", (L.arry); 11 Because it's yellow", "Because 

it's a cjrcle", "Because it's round 11 , (PatrJ.ck); 

11 '1'-wo :reds", (Raewyn); 11 Blue 11 ~ "Two blues", "Green", 

(Una). 

11 Do subjects know the names of the levels of' 

the attribute on which they are not matching?" 

Three s~bjects mentioned the names of these 

levels. Some of the remarks were: "Square, triangle, 

triangle 11 9 "Circle, circle, triangle 11 , 11 'rd.angle, square, 

triangh: 11 , (Charles); 11 Some balls", (Helen); "'fwo 

houses", (Raewyn). 

iioo subjects notice the non-ide.nt.ity of choices 

when these do occur?" 

Five subjects commented on the non-identity 

of cho.ices. 

dark and a light one", 



11 '1"his :ls a bit d1fferent 11 , "Thes~ ti re different 

sorts of red", 11 A pie dish 11 , (Chad.es); 11 Not the 

same greens 11 , 11 That ' s an or a. n g e one an d th at ' s a 

yellow one", 11 That's a dark red and that's a light 

:red", "Eggs", (Helen); 11 Not the same", (Pat:r.i.cld; 

"Nice colou:r, not the same", (Philip); "That's a 

bl. t chi.r-!cer than that 11 , 11 You draw a windov,r 1 ike 

that",, {Una). 

It is lriteresting to note that while 

comments on the non-identity of colours explicitly 

mentioned that the colours were not the same_ 

comments about shapes only 1mpU.ed non-identJty .. 

For instance, after having matched by colour and 

said the name of the colour, Charles sa1d, "A pJ.e

dish" while pointing to the ell.ipse, but sairl 

nothing about the circle. 

11 Do subjects reali~e that. for each stimulus 

cord, matching on both dimensions is possible?" 

'fwo subjects behaved as if they saw this 

possibility., 

At one stage Bruce, who had prev..i.ously 

matched by shape, matched by colour fo~ 19 

4 ') ... 
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consecutive. cards. He had an amused grin on his 

face, and gave the impression that he was matching 

by colour for a joke. After these 19 cards he 

returned to matching by ehape. On the next session 

he showed a similar run of colour matching. 

Patrick matched the identity-of-both-

attributes series by colour. Then for the first 

9 cards of the non-identical aeries he appeared 

rather puzzled. He matched some by shape and some 

by col our, and made re.mark:s which showed that he 

perceived the lack of identity. On the tenth card 

he said, "Let's start ageln.tt He apparently had 

realized that the non-identital colour choices could 

be matched by colour. He then matched by colour for 

the rest of the series. At the beginning of the next 

set of 72 cards• he again began to match by shape. 

After 26 cards he wanted to start again for a similar 

reason as the first time. 

At the beginning of the third testing of 

these non-identical cards he said, "All I 9 ve got to 

do is the same sha.pe, 11 He then matched by shape foir 

17 cards• then returned to Colour matching. At the 
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beginning of the second set he matched several times 

by shape, saying "Because it's round", "Because it's 

yellow". 

On the second testing of the colour versus 

size versus shape series- he refused to match, saying 

"All these match two ways". Then instead of matching 

he described the shapes of the figures on each card. 

For example; 11 Two windows anrl one ball n. On the next 

testing he matched mainly by shape and by size. He 

refused to match when colour and size were opposed, 

saying that they were all round therefore all the 

same. 

"Do subjects think there is one ·•correct' 

choice and one 'wrong' choice9" 

Two subjects appeared to think this. Aft.er 

matching on her non-dominant attribute, Helen said "I 

didn't do it properly". Charles made a similar 

remark after matching on his non-dominant attribute. 

"Are subjects capable of matching on either 

attribute?" 

Fifteen. subjects were asked to match the 

identity-on-both-attributes series on their non

dominant dimensione 
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SUBJECT~ REMARKS ABOUT STIMULUS CARDS. 
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Irene refused to do this, saying that it 

was too hard. By this time she was fed up with 

46. 

doing the experiment. She needed a lot of persuading 

before she would be in the last six sessions. so her 

refusal to match by shape may have been because this 

really was too difficult, or it may have been due to 

her feelings. 

Jenny was apparently unable to match on her 

non-dominant attribute, which was shape. The exper= 

imenter traced round each shape with her fingers, gave 

them names such as ball and block, and once pointed to 

both shapes as being the same. But Jenny continued 

to match by colour. She apparently did not understand 

the concept 0f shape. 

The experimenter had great trouble in getting 

Katy to understand the meaning of 'shape'. The 

experimenter several times traced round each shape with 

her finger, saying "Thia looks like a ball •. What does 

this look like?" (pointing to the other circle). 

Finally Katy understood, and began to match by shape, 

each t tracing round th figures with her finger. 

It s.ppe~:rs that the experimenter taught Katy how to 

match by shape. 
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MATCHING ON NON-DOMHlANT ATTRIBUTE. 
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Bruce, Charles, Elsie, Helen, Joy, Larry, 

Malcolm, Neil, Petrick, Philip, Raewyn and Una 

matched on their non-dominant dimension. 

"Is matching on the non-dominant attribute 

more difficult than matching on the dominant attri0ute?" 

For eleven subjects (Bruce, Elsie, Joy, Katy, 

Larry, Malcolm, Neil, Patrick, Philip, Raewyn, Una) 

matching on their non-dominant attribute was more 

difficult than matching on their dominant attribute. 

For Charles and len, this matching was less difficult. 

Difficulty ls measured by lack of consistency - i.e. 

number of 'errors'. This difficulty may be due, in 

part at least, to the effect of the large amount of 

practice of matching on their dominant attribute which 

subjects had just received. 

3 4 COFrlPARI SON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES: 

On the matching test eleven subjects {Charles, 

Belen, Irene, Jenny, Katy, Larry, Molly, Nicholas, 

Philip, Raewyn, Una) matched predominantly by colour, 

four matched predominantly by shape (Bruce, Elsie, 

Malcolm, Neil), whJle two (Joy, Petrick) were of mixed 

dominance. 
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This result correlated significantly with 

the result obtained on the longer test. 

When the colour of the stimuli was held 

constant, more colour-dominant subjects matched by 

shape then by size (i.e. colour dominates shape, 

shape dominates size), end fthen the shape of the 

stimuli was held constant, more sh -dominant 

subjects matched by size than b.y colour ( i.. e.. shape 

dominates size. size dominates colourj~ 

Dominance is measured by totalling the 

number of matches made on each attribute, the 

dominant attribute being the one on which the most 

le, on the cards 

colour was opposed to size, two thirds of the 

shape-dominant subject• matched more than half the 

tlme by size. Here, size is said to be dominant in 

sha -dominant subjects. 

From 3.0 years to 3.6 years colour was 

dominant; from 3.6 years to 4.4 years • hape wa• 

dominant, then colour dominance reappeared at 4.4 

years. One subject gradually changed from shape 

dominance to colour dominance at the age of 4.3 

years .. 



CHAPTEJl Fl VE 

1. ST,IMULUS VARIATIONS 

This study • hows that pre-school children 

match either always by colour or always by shape. 

They do not mat.ch by some colours and some shapes; 

dominance does not depend on which pair of levels 

is involved. cause this study used only four 
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colours and three shapes, this finding may not hold 

for all colours and sh s. The extent to which 

this finding is applicable could be explo~ed in 

further studies .. 

The assumption that children respond to 

the concept of colour or to the concept of shape, 

not to the colours or sh s a • such, is supported 

by the findi that whether or not the choices are 

identitel or non-identical does not affect the overall 

However, the number of matches made on 

the non-dominant att:r.ibute varied slightly according 

to whether the choices were identical or non-identical. 

The reason fo:r ttds variation appears· not to be the 

same for all children. 
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O~e subject said that the choices involving 

the non.identical blues were "hard". This d.ifference 

between the two blues was noticibly greater than the 

differences between the other pairs of colou~s- This 

raises the problem of' how different the non-identity 

can be before ~etching behavi6ui ch•nges. 

Thus it appears tl!at the characteristics of' 

the stimuli have aome·effect on some subjects' 

tendericy to resp~nd to concepts. 

2. RELIABILITY 

Most of the • objects were very reliable. 

four of these chose by pos1tion for part of the 

experiment~ although they were all c~p~ble 6f matching 

by likeness.· A fifth subject app~•red to become 

confused during pa:rt of the experiment, while the sixth 

subject changed from shape dominance to crHour 

dominance du:ring the experiment. : The reason for• this 

It i • possible that he heard some 

of the other st1 bjec t$ talking amongst themselves about 

what they did. taier conversation with .the teacher 

revealed th~t many of the children ref~rred to the 

expertmenter as· 9 the· lady with the pretty colours' 



(the 'colours' referring to the coloured stimuli). 

The effect of such talk on the subjects' matchirig 

behavlour is unknown, and is something which could 

be explored more fully in later studies. 

3. SUBJECTS' UNDERSTANDING 

Since none of the subject• were asked to 

talk, and not all of them did talk about what they 

were doing, no percentages can be obtained about 

subjects' understanding on what they were doing. 

In spite of this limitation, some interesting 

findings have emerged. 

Some pre-school children are aware that 

they are matching on a particular dimension, are 

capable of naming both dimensions and matching on 

both dimensions when asked to do so, and think that 

there is one correct way and one incorrect way of 

SJnce it has now been demonstrated thut 

at least some children are capable of verbalizing 

about such matters, one could ask subjects questions 

on these topics in an attempt to understand more 

precisely what they are thinking about the experiment. 



4. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS STUDIES 

Many previous studies have tried to find age 

norms for colour and shape dominance. The finding 

of this study that shape dominance changes to colour 

dominance at the age of 4.4 years, adds to the 

confusion. 

It appears that age in itself is not an 

important rector in concept dominance. Corah 9 s (1966b) 

idea that a change in the meaningfulness of geometrle 

shapes has led to more shape dominance, implies that 

past experience with colours end shapes is an important 

factor. Much more study is needed in this area. 

The finding that colour dominant subjects 
,I 

made more shape matches than size matches, and shape 

do,niriant subjects made more size matches than colour 

matches, is slightly different from Buchman and Trabasso'e 

(1966b) finding that shape dominant subjects made the 

same number of colour matches as size matches, although 

it agrees with Suchman and Trabasso's (1966b) and 

Suchman's (1966b) finding that colour dominant subjects 

made more shape matches than size matches. The :reason 

for this discrepancy .is unknown. This is another .area 

in which much more study can be doneo 



5. 

The study of matching behaviour is part of 

the wider study of cognitive development. cording 

to Piaget th~re are s 

of thinking. 

ral stages in the development 

Du:ring the fir two ye s of life the child 

learns to thtnk with his muscles (the sensory-motor 

stage).. Then conceptual think.i.ng begins to develop 

(the pre-operational s ). At first the child is 

concerned most with the perceptual asp~ct pf the 

stimuli rather than a!lY underlying log1c 11 and he can 

see a problem from only one point of view at a time. 

At ubout the age of 5 - 7 years, the child 

begins to think more logically• learns to see a problem 

from more than one point of view, and becomes les• 

bound by the perceptual aspect of thingsij This 

transition from one stage to the next is gradualo 

The way the transJtion.;;.stage child responds to a 

problem varies according to the difficulty of the 

problem, the materials used in it, his I.Q., and his 

past experi~nce with that type of problem~ 

How does matching and ouping of coloured 

eometric stimuli fit into this picture? 
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!chard, Schneider and Rappaport (1944) 

found that in a colou:r-shape·grouping test, children 

below the f!ge of 5 years could not grqup both by 

colour .end b.Y shape, wni.le 75% of the 8 ye;a:r olds 

could do ,this.· At all a s the children found 

grouping easier t.han expla.ining why they grouped ln 

this .way. 

Allis (1965) found that only 25% of his 

5 year old subjects could gr6up in more than one way. 

In the present study, 9 subjects (Bruce, 

Elsie, Irene, Jenny, Larry, Molly, Neil, Philip, Una) 

could group in only one way, while 8 subjects (Charles, 

len, Joy, Katy, Male olm, NJ.cholas, Patrick, Raewyn) 

could group in more then' one way. 

It appears that these children are advanced 

for their age. The :reason for this is tuiknown. 

One woul.d expect that those subjects who 

could group .in mo~e than one way would be older than 

those chlld~en who could group inj only one way. The 

difference in group ~eans is in th~ expected direction, 

but ia not s~atis~ically significant. 

Most of the subjects sorted the cutouts 



according to one criterion. 'I'he most common 

criterion was colour (9 subjects). Also one 

subject sorted by shape and S by a combination of 

shape and size. 

Interesting exceptions were Elsie and 

Raewyn, who began a pile using the criterion of 

shape/size, then changed to shape/colour. For 

example, one pile contained a large biue circle,· 

a large red cii~cle, a large yellow circle, and a 

small yellow circle., 
< : i 

Pi t has found that when asked to scirt 

objects into piles, most pre~school children either 

put the objects into piles with no particular sorting 

criterion, or change their criterion part way through 

the ta • Elsie and Raewyn are the only subjects 

who did this. In this respect also ihe subjects in 

this study appear advanced for their Bl~~ This 

change of criteria is what Kennedy and Kates meant by 
. ' . 

an inconsisterit grouping, and their finding that poorly-

adjusted 12 year olds made more !~consistent grouping 

then did well-adjus~ed 12 year olds, suggests that 

poorly-adjusted 12 year ds tend to regress to the 



pre-school age level in grouping experiments. 

It is interesting to note that while 9 

subjects could no~ group in more than one way, only 

2 subjects (Jenny and Irene) were unable to match in 

more than one way. '!'he results fr-om these two 

methods are not strictly comparable, since in the 

matching task subjects were told on Which dimension 

to match the second time, while on· the grouping task 

subjects were only told to group in a different way. 

Nevertheless, this raises some interesting questions. 

Is matching easier than sorting? 

Would telling subjects the dimension on which they 

were to group result in more subjects grouping in more 

than one way? 

~omewhat •1milar to the ability td group in 

more than one way seems the ability to construct a 

two-way colour-shape matrix .. 

@~(i) 

(fil Lb\ Gt) 

@&® 

Of the 12 subjec~s who were 

asked to do this, two (Elsie 

and Nicholas) were unable to 

correctly build either dimension, 

four (Helen, Malcolm, Philip, Raewyn) correctly built 

on both dim~nsions, while six subjects correctly built 



on only one dimension (Joy, Katy, Neil, Patrick by 

colour; and Bruce and Charles by shape). 

One would expect that those subjects who 

could correctly build on both dimensions ro uld be 

58. 

older than those who could not. The difference in 

group means !sin the expected direction, but is not 

statistically significant. 

· If these two abilities a.re similar, one 

would expect to find a pQsitive correlation between 

matching and sorting on two dimensions, and successful 

construction of both colours and shapes in the matrix. 

The present study did not obtain a significant 

correlation. 

One would expect that dominance on a particular 

dimension on the matching and sorting tasks would 

positively correlate with ability to construct the 

matrix on that dimension, Again the p~esent study 

did not obtain a significant correlation. 

This lack of correlation may be due, partly 

et least, to the smallness of the sample (m~12). 

Nevertheless, further study in this area "eems warranted. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

This study is concerned with the relative 

dominance of shape end colour concepts in pre-school 

childrena the way in ~hich this dominance is 

a ted by such factors as age, certain variations 

in the stimuli, and the subject•s understanding of 

whnt he is doing during the experiment. 

'.Results showerl that. twice as many subjects 

matched hy colour as matched l>y shape, and that {)fl 

the whole the stimulus variations used here had little 

effect on the subjects' choJces~ Subjects' 

spontaneous comments shed some light on what they were 

thinking during the experiment. Further investigation 

is needed to obtain more precise details of the 

circumstances under which children attend to colour 

rather than shape or shape rather than colour. 

On the whole, mst.ching behaviour was consistent 

over time, although a few subjects were very unreliable. 

The reasons for this unreliability, different for each 

subject, are discussed in detail. It is now clear 

that children of the same a react differently to 
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the stimuli, so future LJtud s should take account 

of these individual differences among subjects. 
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APPENDIX I. 

VARIABILITY OF RESPONSE TO TIIE DlFFERFNT ATTRIBUTES AND LEVELS OF 

ATTRlBUTES. 

Sl1cwed greater 
variability in 
response to the 
different colours 
than to the 
different shape. 

Showed greater .. 
variability in 
response to the 
different shapes 
than to the 
different colours. 

Showed no difference 
in the amount of 
variability between 
the colours and the 
shapes. 

Showed the greatest 
variability in their 
response to the 
different levels of 
each attribute when 
there were two forms 
of each colour and 
shape. 

Showed the greatest 
variability when there 
was one form of each 
shape and two forms 
of eacti colour. 

Showed the greatest 
variability when there 
were two forms of each 
shape and one form of 
each colour. 

Showed the greatest 
variability when there 
was one form of each 
colour and shape. 
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APPEKDIX IL 

,:\J\TALYSIS OF VARill.NCE 

'fable 1.. Three-way: Attribute (Colour or shape) x Identity (whether or not level 
of attributes are identical) x Trial 1st, 2nd or 3rd testing• )$ 

ource -----~-_,..,_, ____ ,,...~ , .... --, 
Trial 

Ident 

\ttribute 

X I 

A 

I x A 

X I X A 

s .. s 

31.,3 

98 .. 2 

224 .. 0 

22 .. 0 

3.,2 

10,.3 

15 .. l 

df 1 

2 

3 

l 

6 

2 

3 

6 

JtS 

15.7 

32.,7 

224.,0 

3 .. 1 

1.6 

3.4 

2,,.5 

F 

2 .. 8 

,;: "'!' 
V .. , 

39 .. 3 

o. 7 

0 .. 3 

0.,6 

0 .. 4 

df 

2 

3 

l 

16 

2 

3 

6 

~--·--~---~ 
480 Not signiricant 

480 Signif leant at 1% level· 

480 s fic;sint at level 

480 significant 

480 Not significant 

480 Not significant 

480 Not significant 

rror l 2691 .. 8 1 4-80 ( 5.7 , 
-· ··~-- -----·------·------~ t ·~-·-·---i--•-·~·-----·-{-·----------

3095 .. 9 i 503 i . 

·--------~--------···----·--·---·-

---11 
m .. 



.;;,,;;.;;......;;;....;....,;;;,,;.;..........;;;....;;;;." 

r\NALYSIS Ol" VARIANCE, 

Table II. Three-way: Subject x. Identity x ,1!\ttribtrte., 
·-- ·-··-~--- - --~·-··-------,~--

{ntrce 

Ident.1 

X I 

X fl 

I X 

S X I X A 

rro:r 

Total 

s,. 8 

966.8 

98.2 

224,.0 

438,. 5 

292., 7 

10 .. 3 

527,.4 

538,.0 -~----
\ 

3095., 9 

df 

3 

l 

20 

3 

60 

336 

503 

MS F 

48,.3 30 .. 0 

32.,7 20.4 

224.,0 140.0 

7.,. 5 4.,6 

14 .. 6 9 .. 1 

3.,1 1.9 

8.8 5.5 

1 .. 6 
·...-----------! 

df 
---------------- ---------- ·-·-·--~--------.--

20 3 ficant at level 

S · Significant ~t level 

1 336 

60 336 

20 336 

3 336 

60 336 

Significant at level 

Signif leant. at level 

Significant at 1% level 

Not signi:ficant. 

Significant at level 

~ 
~ 

" 
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The analyses of Tables I and II are concerned 

with subjects' differential ~eaponse to the levels of 

each attribute,. 

The following findtngs h!:ive emerged~ 

a) Repetition of stimuli did not affect the amount of 

differential response to the levels of the 

attributes. 

b) Children vary in the degree to which they respond 

differently to the l~vel1 of each attribute. 

c) On the average, the differential response to the 

levels of the attribute of colour is greater than 

the diffmrentlal re • ronse to the levels or the 

attribute of shape. 

d) On the average, the r1mount of diffeNmtial response 

to the levels of the attribute i • 1reater when 

there are two forms of each colour and shape, next 

greatest when there 1~ one form of each shape and two 

forms of each colour_ next when there la one for• of 

each colour and two forms of each shape, and 

smallest when there 1• one form of each colour and 

shape., 



78. 

e) Betty, Bruce, Charle • , Denls, Helen, Irene, Jenny, 

Joy, Katy, Larry, Molly, Neil, Nicholat, Patrick, 

Philip, Raewyn and Una (17 Se) :1howed 1reate:r 

variability in their re1pon••• to th~ different 

eoloura than to the different • hape$; 

and Malcolm showed the reverse p~ttern, while 

.Rachel showed no dif't'erence in variability between 

the colours and the shape • • 

f) letty, Bruce, Charle•• Helen, Irene, Jenny, Rachel, 

Raewyn and Una (9 S$) showed the greatest 

varlabil! ty in their res;umse to the different 

levels or each attribute when there were two 1orm~ 

of each colour and shape; Katy, Larry, Molly, 

Nicholas and Patrick (5 Sa) showed the greatest 

variability when there was one form of each shape 

and two farms or each colour; Elsie, Joy, Neil 

and Philip (4 Sis) showed the g:re~temt variability 

when there were two forms or each shape ind one 

fora of each colour; Deni • , Gay and Malcolm (3 Sa) 

liH.>we:HI the greatest v~:riability when t.here was one 

form of e6ch colour and shape. 
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